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0. Introduction
Fixed point loci of compact Lie group actions on Kahler (or more generally,
Riemannian) manifolds have been studied by many authors. Since every
compact Lie transformation group can be regarded as a subgroup of the group
of isometries, differential geometric methods such as the usage of geodesies
and exponential maps play a crucial role in their studies. Although such ar-
guments do not go through in the case of reductive algebraic group actions on
algebraic varieties, similar views still allow us to obtain analogous results: Basic
theorems on affine varieties under reductive group action were obtained by Luna
(cf. [3]), whereas Bialynicki-Birula established, in [1], a powerful stratification
theorem for C*-actions on non-singular projective varieties.
In the below, combining the methods of Luna and Bialynicki-Birula, we
shall give an embedding theorem of normal bundles of m-codimensional fixed
point loci in varieties under SL(m\ C)-action. More precisely, we shall prove
(cf.(S.l)):
Theorem. Let the algebraic group G=SL(m\ C), with m^2, act regularly
and non-trivially on an n-dimensional irreducible non-singular variety V. Assume
that the fixed point set V° of our G-action on V contains an irreducible component
W of codimension ^m in V. Then W is a non-singular connected component of VG
of codimensίon m in Vy and there exists a G-equivarίant embedding i: N(V:W)^>V
of the normal bundle N(V: W) of W in V onto a G-ίnvarίant Zariski-open neigh-
bourhood U of W in V in a natural way. Furthermore, we have the following:
i) If ι/r is a G-equivarίant automorphism of V such that ψ( W) = W, then ψ( U) = U.
ii) If ty is a G-equίvarίant automorphism of V such that ψ\
w
=id
w
, then there
exists a non-vanishing regular function f on W such that the restriction ofi~1o*tyoi to
each fibre Nq(V: W), q^W, coincides with the scalar multiplication by f(q) in the
*) Supported by an Earle C. Anthony Fellowship at the University of California, Berkeley
and by S.F.B. 40 at the University of Bonn, B.R.D.
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vector space Nq(V: W).
A couple of applications of this theorem are given in § 4:
Theorem 4.1.2. Let the algebraic group G=SL(m; C), with m^2, act
regularly and non-trivially on an m-dίmensional irreducible normal complete variety
V. Assume that V° is non-empty and contains a simple point of V. Then V—
Pm(C).
Theorem 4.2.4. Let m,n^ Z+, and let the algebraic group G== SL(m+1 C) X
SL(n-\-\\C) act regularly and essentially effectively on an (m+n+l)-dimensional
non-singular complete variety V. Denoting by G' (resp. G") the subgroup
SL(m+l C)X {e} (resp. {e}xSL(n+l-9 C)) of G, we assume that VG' contains
a subvariety W with two properties:
(a) W^P\C\
(b) W is a single Gnf-orbit.
Then V is isomorphic to either pm+n+1(C) or the projectίve bundle
P(Op*(d)®0Pu(d)® ®OpΛ(d)®OpH) overPn(C) with some d^Z.
(w+l)-copies
In separate papers (cf. [4], [5], [6]), we use these two theorems to classify
essentially effective regular actions of *SL(3;C) and SL(2\ C)x5L(2; C) on
algebraic threefolds.
NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
(0.1) Z=the set of all integers, Z'+^the set of all positive integers,
C= the complex number field, C*=C— {0}.
(0.2) All varieties and algebraic groups are defined over C, and all algebraic
group actions are, throughout this paper, assumed to be regular.
(0.3) For every variety and algebraic group, we only use Zariski topology.
(Hence "closed" (resp. "open") means "Zariski closed" (resp. "Zariski open").)
(0.4) Let an algebraic group G act on a variety V, and let/) be a point on V. We
denote by VG (resp. G^) the fixed point set of the G-action on V (resp. the iso-
tropy subgroup of G at p). A subset W of V is said to be G-invariant if, for
every (g, p)^GxW, g p lies in W.
(0.5) Let an algebraic group G act on varieties V and V. A morphism/: V-+
V (resp. an isomorphism/: V—V) is said to be a G-morphism (resp. G-isomor-
phism), if it is G-equivariant, i.e., f(g p)=g f(p) holds for every (g, p)^Gx V.
(0.6) An action of an algebraic group G on a variety V is said to be essentially
effective, if the group of all those elements in G which act identically on V is
finite.
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(0.7) For every vector bundle E over a variety V, we denote by P(E) the
associated projective bundle of E over V, which is, by definition, the quotient
of E—(zero section) by the group C* acting by complex scalar multiplication.
OP(E)(— 1) is the line bundle over P(E) associated with the C*-bundle E—
(zero section) over P(E). For a C-vector space £, regarding it as a vector
bundle over a singleton, we use the same notation (P(E), OP(E)(— 1), •••) as
above.
(0.8) Every set consisting of just one element is often identified with the element
itself, and the notations {p} and p are used interchangeably. On a variety, a
"point" is always understood as a closed point. "Locally free sheaves" and
"vector bundles" are used interchangeably.
In concluding this introduction, I wish to thank all those people who encour-
aged me and gave me suggestions, and in particular Professors S. Kobayashi,
S.S. Roan, and I. Satake, who helped me again and again during the preparation
of this paper.
1. Extension theorems
In this section, we shall give a couple of extension theorems on morphisms
between varieties. Although the proofs are very simple, these theorems play
a crucial role in our later study of almost-homogeneous algebraic group actions.
(1.1) Dominant G-equivariant completions
DEFINITION 1.1.1. Let an algebraic group G act on an irreducible variety
U. Then a variety V with a G-action is said to be a G-equivariant completion
of [7, (cf. Sumihiro [13]), if the following two conditions are satisfied:
i) U is (embedded as) a G-invariant open dense subset of V.
ii) V is a complete variety.
A G-equivariant completion V of U is said to be dominant if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
i) V is a normal variety.
ii) V—U is a disjoint union of (a finite number of) 1-codimensional G-
orbits in V.
Theorem 1.1.2. Let an algebraic group G act on irreducible varieties V and
V. Let U' be a non-empty open (dense) G-invariant subset of V. Then every
G-morphismf: U'->V extends uniquely to a G-morphismf: V'-*V if the following
three conditions are satisfied'.
(1) V is a complete variety.
(2) V is a normal variety.
(3) V— U' is a disjoint union of a finite number of \-codimensional G-orbits
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in V.
Corollary 1.1.3. Let an algebraic group G act on an irreducible variety U,
and V be a dominant G-eqμίvariant completion of U. Then,
i) For every G-equivariant completion V of U, there exists a surjective bira-
tional G-morphism: V'-*V which makes the following diagram commutative:
U ^ V
V
ii) In particular, every dominant G-equivariant completion V" of U is
G-isomorphic to V, where the isomorphism between V and V" is a canonical ex-
tension of the identity automorphism of U.
Since this corollary follows immediately from (1.1.2), we prove just (1.1.2).
Proof of (1.1.2). Let /: t/'->F be a G-morphism satisfying the above
three conditions (1), (2) and (3). Regarding this/ as a rational mapping from
V to F, we denote by S the set of points of indeterminancy. Then by (1)
and (2), codimy' S^2. On the other hand, since S is a G-invariant subset of
V— U', the condition (2) shows that S is either empty or purely 1-codimensional
in V. Hence, S is empty. The rest of the proof is routine. Q.E.D.
(1.2) The following theorem obtained as a straighforward consequence of
Zariski's Main Theorem (cf. for instance, Mumford [9]) turns out to be useful
later.
Theorem 1.2.1. Let [7* (resp. U, U') be a non-empty open subset of a com-
plete irreducible variety V* (resp. V, V). Assume that there exist morphisms
σ: V*-*V and σ': F*->F' such that
(1) σ\u* maps U* isomorphίcally onto U.
(2) σ'\jj* maps U* isomorphίcatty onto U'.
(3) For every point q^V'—U', o (σf~\q)) is a finite set. Furthermore,
we assume that:
(4) V is a normal variety.
Then the mapping (σ-|C/*)o(cτ/,ί/*)~1: U'-*U extends uniquely to a surjective bira-
tίonal morphίsm r: V-+V, and this τ satisfies <T=TOCT'.
2. Algebraic groups with properties (R-m) and (L-m)
In this section, two properties (R-m) and (L-m) featuring the algebraic group
SL(m\ C) will be discussed. A quick review of basic facts on reductive al-
gebraic group actions will also be given.
(2.1) Properties (R-m) and (L-m).
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DEFINITION 2.1.1. Fix an arbitrary positive integer m. A connected linear
algebraic group G is said to have Property (R-nί), if the following two condi-
tions are satisfied:
(1) G is reductive.
(2) For every non-trivial linear G-action on Cm, the subset Cm— {0} of
Cm is a single G-orbit.
A connected linear algebraic group G is said to have Property (L-m), if the
following condition is satisfied, (cf. Bialynicki-Birula [l p.491]).
(3) For each non-trivial linear G-action on Cmy every G-equivariant bire-
gular automorphism ψ> of Cm with -ψ{0)=0 is necessarily a scalar multiplication
of the vector space Cm.
Proposition 2.1.2. Let m be an integer with m^2. Then the algebraic
group SL(m\ C) has both Properties (R-ni) and (L-m).
Proof of (2.1.2). Since SL(m; C) is a reductive algebraic group, it suffices
to show (2) and (3) of Definition (2.1.1).
Proof of (2). Every non-trivial representation of SL(m\ C) on Cm is
equivalent to either the standard representation or its contragredient representa-
tion. In both cases, the subset Cm— {0} of Cm forms a single orbit.
Proof of (3). Fix a non-trivial representation of G=SL(m\ C) on V=Cm.
Since we have the relation Gψ(
υ
) = G
v
 for isotropy subgroups at v and ψ(z ), in
view of the proof of (2) it follows that ψ(v)^C* v for every v^V. Hence
for every v^V— {0} and every reC*, there exist g^G and $eC* such that
r v=g v and ψ>(v)=s v. Since ψ(r v)=ψ>(g v)=g ψ(v)=g (s v)=s (g v)=
rs v=r ψ(v), there exists a regular function/: Pm(C) (=P(V))->C* such that
ψ(v)=f([v]) v for every v^V— {0}, where [v]^P(V) denotes the canonical
image of v^ V— {0}. As/ is constant, this completes the proof of (3).
(2.2) Reductive algebraic group actions
We shall first briefly discuss useful facts on fixed point loci in varieties
under reductive algebraic group actions.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let a connected reductive algebraic group G act on an
irreducible non-singular variety V. Assume that VG is non-empty. Then
i) For every point p on V°, there exists a G-invariant quasi-affine open neigh-
bourhood V of p in V, such that for some realization V <Ξ CN as a quasi-affine
variety, the G-action on V extends to a linear action on CN centered at p=0.
ii) VG is a non-singular variety.
Proof of i) of (2.2.1). By Sumihiro [13; Lemma 8], there exists a G-
invariant quasi-projective open neighbourhood U(^V) of p on which G acts
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linearly. Since every representation of the reductive group G is completely
reducible, the linear G-action on U^PN(C) is written, for suitable homo-
geneous coordinates (x0: xλ\ ••• : XN) of PN(C), in the form
with p=(l:Q : 0). We then put F'=*7ΠfaΦθ}. It is now easy to
check that this V has the required properties.
Proof of ii) of (2.2.1). Fix an arbitrary point p on VG. By i) above, we
may assume that V is a quasi-affine variety <Ξ^CN on which G acts linearly around
the origin/)=0. Since G is reductive, denoting by T(V:p) the tangent space of
V at p, we have a decomposition CN =T(V:p)®T(V:p)± into G-invariant
subspaces. Since the restriction pr
w
 to V of the canonical projection/)^:
CN-+T(V:p) induces an identity automorphism (=(prllv)S|c;ί) of T(F:/)) at />,
replacing F by a smaller open neighbourhood of/), we may assume without loss
of generality that
(#) the G-morphism pr
ιw
: V-* T( V: p) is έtale.
In particular, the connectedness of G implies (prι\
v
)'1(T(V:p)G)=VG. Since
prllv(p)=0 is a simple point of T(V:p)G (=a linear subspace of T(V:p)), the
above (#) shows that /> is also a simple point of V°. Q.E.D.
We now quote the following fact on isotropy representations of reductive
algebraic groups.
Theorem 2.2.2 (Bialynicki-Birula [1; Lemma 2.4]). Let a connected
reductive algebraic group G act effectively on an irreducible quasi-affine variety V.
Let p^V°. Then the isotropy representation of G on the Zariski tangent space
T(V:p) is an effective G-action.
Corollary 2.2.3. Let a connected reductive algebraic group G act effectively
(resp. essentially effectively, non-trίvially) on an irreducible non-singular variety
V. Let p^ V°. Then the isotropy representation of G on T(V:p) is an effective
(resp. essentially effective) non-trivial) G-action.
Proof of (2.2.3). This is straightforward from i) of (2.2.1) and the above
(2.2.2).
Corollary 2.2.4. Let a connected linear algebraic group G with Property
(R-ni) act non-trivially on an n-dίmensίonal irreducible non-singular variety V.
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Then
dim VG^n—m.
Proof of (2.2.4). By ii) of (2.2.1), VG is non-singular. Hence VG is a
disjoint union of its irreducible components VΊ, V2, •••, Vk. We number these so
that
dim VG = dim F^dim F2^-^dim Vκ .
Fix a point p on FI Now, for contradiction, we assume
dim FG(=dim V^)>n— m .
Pick a linear subspace L of T(VΊ:p) of dimension n— m. Since, by (2.2.3), G
acts non-trivially on the w-dimensional vector space T(V:p)/L, and since G has
Property (Λ-m), it follows that (T(V:p)/L)—{0} forms a single G-orbit. But
then, this contradicts the triviality of the G-action on the non-zero subspace
of T(V:p)/L. Q.E.D.
3. Main Theorem
In this section, we shall prove the following. (This theorem combined
with Proposition (2.1.2) immediately implies the theorem in the introduction.)
Theorem 3.1. Let a connected linear algebraic group G with Property
(R-m) and (L-m), with m^2y act non-trivially on an n-dimensίonal irreducible
non-singular variety V. Assume that VG contains an irreducible component W of
codimension ^ m in V. Then W is a non-singular connected component of VG of
codimensίon m in V, and there exists a G-equivarίant embedding i: N(V: W)<^>V
onto a G-invariant open neighbourhood U of W in V in a natural way. Further-
more, we have the following:
i) If ψ is a G-equίvarίant automorphism of V such that ψ(ίF)— W, then
ii) If -^r is a G-equivariant automorphism of V such that ψ\
w
 = id
w
, then
there exists a non-vanishing regular function f on W such that the restriction of
i~loψoi to each fibre Nq(V: W)y q^ W, coincides with the scalar multiplication by
f(q) in the vector space Nq(V: W).
We first prove the following local version of Theorem 3.1.
Proposition 3.2. Let a connected linear algebraic group G with Property
(R-m) and(L-nί), with m^2y act non-trivially on an n-dίmensional irreducible non-
singular variety V. Assume that V° contains an irreducible component W of
codimension ϋm in V. Then W is a non-singular connected component of VG of
codimension m in V. Furthermore, for every point p on W, there exist an open
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neighbourhood Wp of p in W and a G-equivariant embedding ip:N(V:
onto a G-invariant open neighbourhood Up of Wp in V with the following two pro-
perties:
(1) The differential (ip)* of ip induces the identity automorphism of N(V: Wp)
in a natural way.
(2) ip(Nq(V: Wp))={q'^V', G^'f]Wp=q} for every q^W, where G^f
denotes the closure of G q' in V.
Proof of (3.2). By (2.2.4) and ii) of (2.2.1), every irreducible component
W of VG with codίπiγW^m is a non-singular connected component of FGwith
codim7 W=m. Hence the proof is reduced to showing the existence of such
Wp and ip as specified in the above. From now on, we fix an arbitrary point
once and for all.
Step 1. Replacing V by V—(VG— W), we may assume, from the beginning,
(*) W=VG.
In view of i) of (2.2.1), we may furthermore assume that V is a quasi-affine
variety sitting in CN and passing through p=G^CNy and that the G-action on
V is induced from a linear G-action on CN. Now let L
v
(=T(V:p)) (resp.
L
w
(=T(W:p))) denote the G-invariant subspace of CN spanned by the vectors
tangent to V (resp. W) atp=Q. Since every representation of the reductive al-
gebraic group G is completely reducible, there exists a G-invariant vector sub-
space Lf of CN (resp. L
v
/
w
 of L
v
) such that CN=LV®L ^  (resp. LV=LW®LV/W).
In particular, the projection to the first factor
is G-equivariant. Now, using Luna's argument [3], we shall define an etale
morphism α as follows:
Let V denote the closure of V in CN. Then the restriction p^: V->LV
of p to the G-invariant affine subvariety V of CN is also G-equivariant. At
the pointy, this mapping induces an isomorphism of tangent spaces (p\v)*:
T(V:p)—T(L
v
: 0). Hence, by a theorem of Luna [3; p. 94] applied to the G-
morphism ρ\γ and to the G-fixed point p, there exists an affine open neigh-
bourhood Vι of p in V with the following properties:
(a) The restriction, (denoted by a: Vi~*L
v
), of the morphism p\γ to
FΊ is άtale.
(b) The image V{ -^  a(VΊ) is an affine open subset of L
v
.
(c) FΊ^-^FΊ)) and V[=π'~\π\V(}\ where π: V-+V/G and π': L
v
-+
Lγ/G denote the canonical quotient morphisms (="good quotients" in Seshadri's
sense, cf. Seshadri [12], Mumford [8; p. 27]).
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(d) The canonically induced morphism &: ^(F1)(=F1/G)->^'(Fί)(=Fί/G)
is όtale
Step 2. In this step, we shall construct Up and Wp: Since G acts on
L
v
/w(— Cm) non-trivially, (cf. (2.2.3)), and since G has Property (R-nί), every
G-orbic in L
v
 is either a G-fixed point on L
w
 (=(LV)G) or written in the form
{a point on L
w
} X(LV/W-{Q}) (^LW®LV/W(=LV)) .
Hence the quotient variety L
γ
\G (which parametrizes the closed G-orbits in
L
v
) is isomorphic to LW=(LV)G). We shall show that a similar isomorphism
also exists between F^G and (V^0. First of all, since Fί/G is an open subset
of the non-singular variety L
γ
\G (=LW), (d) of Step 1 says that Fi/G is non-
singular. Secondly, the unramified όtale covering a\G.q: G q-+a(G q) is an
isomorphism for every <?e F
x
 — (Vι)G, because the orbit a(G q) = G a(q) is
written in the form
{a point on L
w
} X (L
v/w- {0} ) (^Cm- {0} ) ,
which is simply connected by m ^  2. Now, for such q, the orbit G q (— Cm— {0} )
is a non-affine set and cannot be closed in the affine variety F
x
. Hence (VL)°
is the set of the closed orbits in Fj. Then the restriction π\(vjθ: (F1)G->F1/G
of the quotient morphism π (cf. (c) of Step 1) is bijective, and therefore, is
an isomorphism. Let us denote this isomorphism by
: ^
Now, set PF^=(Fι)GΠF, which is W{\V
λ
 (—an open neighbourhood of p in
W) by the assumption (*) of Step 1. We then define: Up=π~1(j(Wp)). Since
π\ F-»F/G is a "good quotient" in Seshadri's sense, Up is written as
U*=
where G q denotes the closure of G q in F
x
. Since F is an open neighbour-
hood of Wp in F, this expression of Up shows that UP^V. Then one can
check that Up is a G-invariant open neighbourhood of Wp in F with the
property (UP)G=WP.
Step 3. We finally construct an isomorphism ip: N(UP: Wp) (=N(V: Wp))
— £7^ with the help of the following commutative diagram:
Up -» L
v
U U U
Wp -> L
w
.
The main point of the construction is to lift, using this diagram, the canonical
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isomorphism N(LV: Lw)— Lv to an isomorphism ip: N(UP: WP)^UP.
Let (a\
w
ρ)*(T(L
v
)) denote the vector bundle over Wp induced from the
tangent bundle T(LV) of Lv via the morphism a\wρ\ WP-*LW(<^>LV). Since
a\uP is an etale G-morphism, (cf. (a) of Step 1), we obtain the canonical G-
isomorphism
(**) T(U*)
ίw
>^(
aιw
>)*(T(L
r
)).
On the other hand since the morphism &: F1/G->L7/G is όtale (cf. (d) of Step
1) and since Wp is an open (dense) subset of (Fι)G, the commutativity of the
diagram
(F,)C =: VJG
a\ O J*
LW(=(Lyf) =± Ly/G
implies that a\
w
ρ: WP->LW is also όtale. Then we obtain the isomorphism
(***)
on both sides of which, G acts trivially. In view of (**) and (***) above, the
following G-isomorphism is immediately defined:
a': N(U>: W*)=(alw*)*(N(Ly: LJ) .
We now construct a G-isomorphism γ: Up—(a\
w
ρ)*(N(Lγi L
w
)) as follows:
Let Λ/Γ: UP-+N(LV: Lw) be the composite of a\up: UP->LV with the natural iso-
morphism LV—N(LV: Lw). Consider also the G-morphism j~l°π\υp\ Up(=π~1
(J(WP)))-*WP(^(VI)G)> (cf SteP 2) Sίnce Ψ is G-equivariant, we define a
G-morphism γ by
7: Up-»(alw>)*(N(Lv:Lw))
ϊ •
γ is well-defined: Denoting by G q (resp. G a(q)) the closure of G q (resp.
G a(q)) in V\ (resp. L7), we havej~1oπ(q)^G q, (cf. Step 2). Hence cί(j~l°τt(q))
(q). In view of the definition of <ψ>, this means that ιjr(<?) lies on
the fibre of N(LV: Lw) over a(j~l°π(q)), i.e., 7 is well-defined.
γ w injective: Let <?, g'e Z7# be such that y(q)=Ύ(q') Then ty(q)=ty(q') and
j'1°yf(9)=m=j'1°7f(9') for some ^ ^ ^  Sίnce Ψ ίs έtale> the equality WP=(UP)G
(cf. Step 2) implies ^(Wp)ΐ\^(Up—Wp)=φ. On the other hand, from the
definition of j, (cf. Step 2)yj~1oπ\wp=idwρ. Therefore we may assume q, q'^
UP—WP. Then both a\G.q: G q-*a(G q) and α,GV: G q'-*a(G q') are iso-
morphisms, (cf. Step 2). Since G - # Π G q ' 3 w, it follows that α(G ^)Π α(G q')
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). Hence a(G q)=a(G q') in L
v
. In view of the ώtaleness of a at the
point w, the irreducibility of a(G q) = a(G q') (through a(w)) implies that
G qDG q' is also irreducible around w. Hence G q=G q'. Since a(q)=a(q')
(because ψt(q)=Ψ*(q')\ and since a\G.q is an isomorphism, we have q= q'. Thus,
γ is injective.
7 is surjective: Since γ is an injective G-morphism between eqυi-dimensional
varieties, its image 7(UP) is a G-invariant open subset of (a\
w
p)*(N(L
v
: L
w
)).
Furthermore, γ(ί//')3γ(^)=zero section of (a\
w
p)*(N(L
v
: L
w
)). Hence <y
is surjective.
Thus, we have shown that γ is a G-isomorphism. We now set ip e n
I7). Once we obtain this ip, the
properties (1) and (2) of Proposition (3.2) are easily verified: Since Up is iden-
tified with N(V: Wp) via the G-isomorphism ip, we may assume V= Up=
N(V: Wp) without loss of generality. Then (1) and (2) are straightforward.
The proof of (3.2) is now complete.
Proof of (3.1). By (2.2.4) and ii) of (2.2.1), W is a non-singular connected
component of VG of codimension m in V. We now prove (3.1) in the following
three steps:
Step 1. Construction of i: N(V: W)^>V. To each p^W, we associate ipy
Wp, and Up defined in Proposition (3.2). Let β*ι UP-*WP denote the com-
posite of (ip)~l: UP-*N(V: Wp) with the canonical projection: N(V: WP)-*WP.
Then
, ^jj - v , , for every j'etf',
"" 1 G f'Γ\W* = φ for every q"<=V-Up .
We shall now glue {βp;p&W} together: For arbitrary two points p' and
p" on W, we put UP'..p"=(β"')-1(Wp'Γ\ W"")n(βp"ΓWP'^ W*"), which is
open dense in Up' Π Up". Since for every <?e Z7/
:
 /'
β
ρ\q) = G^ n (^  n 0*") - 0*"(ϊ),
it follows that βp']upf; p''=β
p
"\up> ,^ and hence β
p
'\
v
p
'<\ up"=βp"\up'nup" Thus,
denoting by U the G-invariant open neighbourhood U Up of PFin F, we obtain
a morphism /?: U-+W such that β\
v
p=βp for all _£>e IF.
In view of the equality W= \J Wp, the above (if) asserts that
{ G qf Π W = β(q') = a singleton for every <?'e U,G q" Γ\W = φ for every g'^  £ F— C7.
Hence for every p^W and every <?e W^, (cf. (2) of (3.2)),
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(00) ip(Nq(V: W))(= {?'eF; G j'n W" - 5}) = fe'eF; G ?'
From this equality, we now construct i:N(V: W)^->V by gluing {z
together: Let pf and^>" be arbitrary points on W. Thenfor every q^ Wp' Π Wp"
(cf (00)),
and hence the G-morphism γg - l L (X|^g(y : τr))"'lo(^//ι^g(y : TF)) *s a well-defined
biregular automorphism of Nq(V: W). By (1) of (3.2), the differentials (ίp')* and
(*"*")* coincide along the zero section of N(V: (Wp/ Γ\ Wp")). In particular
(###) 7f(0) = 0 , and (7% at 0 is id
τ(Nq(v : F) : o) ,
where 0 denotes the origin of Nq(V: W). Since G acts on N9(F: W)(— Cm)
non-trivially, (cf. (2.2.3)), and since G has Property (L-m), it follows that jq
is a scalar multiplication of the vector space Nq(V: W). In view of (000),
we have γ9=^(F:pΓ), i.e., ^ 'i^^^'Λv^^ Here q£ΞWp' Γ(WP" is
arbitrary, and hence ί ί /uv(v:(ίr*/n}r ί //))=^//ijv(7:(ιr ί /nϊr*//)) Thus, there exists a
G-isomorphism i: N(V: W)~ U(^V) such that i\N(y.w*)=ip. (Then, by (00),
i(Nq(V: W))= {q'^V\ G q' Π W=q} for every ^ePF, where G q' denotes the
closure of G q' in V.)
Step 2. Proof of i) o/ (3.1): From the equality i(Nq(V: W))= fe'eF;
G q' Π PF=ζf} just above, we see that ψ(ί(Nq(V: W)))=i(Nψ(q)(V: W)) for every
qtΞW. Hence +(U)=+(i(N(V i W)))= U *(i(N9(V: W)))= [] i(N^(V: W))
= U, ((because
Step 3. Proof of iΐ) o/(3.1): Fix an arbitrary point q on W. Since ψ\
w
=
id
w
, we have ψ(i(Nq(V: W)))=ί(N q(V : W)), (cf. Step 2). Hence the G-mor-
phism i~l°τlr°i\Nq(γ .wϊ is a biregular automorphism of Nq(V: W). Since G
acts on Λf9(F: PF) (— Cm) non-trivially, (cf. (2.2.3)), and since i~l°^°i\Nq(V:W)
maps the origin of Nq(V: W) onto itself, the Property (L-nϊ) of G shows that:
i~1°ψ°i\Nq(V:W) = scalar multiplication by f(q) in Nq(V: W) y
where f(q)£ΞC* is a non-zero constant which depends only on q^W. Since
i~lo^oi is a biregular automorphism of N(V: W)y the mapping q*->f(q) actually
defines a non-vanishing regular function on W. This finishes the proof of ii)
of (3.1). The proof of Theorem (3.1) is now complete.
REMARK 3.3. With a slight modification of the proof, one can show that both
Theorem (3.1) and Proposition (3.2) are true also for m=l. Note that the
algebraic torus C* has the Properties (-R-1) and (L-l).
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4. Applications of Theorem 3.1
In this section, we shall give a couple of applications of Theorem (3.1),
(cf. (4.1.2) and (4.2.4)). In the below, we use the notation (V\ γ) which de-
notes a variety V endowed with an algebraic group action γ: Gx V-*V.
DEFINITION 4.1.1. i) To every SL(m\ C)-action γ: SL(m\ C)xV-*V on a
variety V, we associate a new action γ*: SL(m\ C)x V->V by putting
y*(g, x)=7('g-1, x) for all (g, x)(=SL(m; C)xV.
ii) More generally, consider an action 7: Gx F->F of an algebraic group G on
a variety V. For every algebraic group automorphism h of G, we define an
action 7h:GxV-+V by putting 7h(gj oc)=rγ(h(g),x) for all (g, x)^GxV.
iii) Let E be an w-dimensional C-vector space. Then P(E@C) is a disjoint
union of P(£0{0}) (=P(E)) and its complement — E. Since SL(E)(=SL
(m\C)) acts on P(E) transitively, P(Eξ&C) (=Pm(C)) endowed with the can-
onical SL(£)-action (we denote this action by a
m
) is a dominant ΛSL^-equivari-
ant completion of E(=Cm).
We first give the following application of Theorem (3.1). For similar
results, see Oeljeklaus [11; Satz 3.2] and Nagano [10].
Theorem 4.1.2. Let the algebraic group G=SL(m; C), with m^2, act
non-trivίally on an m-dίmensional irreducible normal complete variety X. Assume
that XG is non-empty and contains a simple point of X. Then X is G-isomorphic to
either (Pm(C)\ a
m
) or (Pm(C)\ (a
m
)*). (For the definition of a
m
 and («„)*, see (i)
and (iii) of (4.1.1).)
Proof of (4.1.2). Let V be the set of all simple points of X. Since V is a
G-invariant open dense subset of Xy we can canonically define a non-trivial
G-action on V by restriction. Now, by the assumption, the fixed point set
VG contains at least one point p. Applying Theorem (3.1) to our F, G, and
W={p}9 we can embed the tangent space T(V:p) into F as a G-invariant
open subset of F. In terms of this embedding, X is a G-equivariant comple-
tion of T(V:p).
Since, by (2.2.3), G acts on T(V:p)(— Cm) linearly and non-trivially, a
standard fact on representations of G=SL(m\ C) allows us to choose a suitable
basis for T(V:p) in such a way that, in terms of this basis, our G-action on
T(V:p) is expressed either as the standard SL(m\ C) -action on Cm or as its
contragredient. Hence, by iii) of (4.1.1), either (Pm(C)\ a
m
) or (Pm(C)\ (a
m
}*)
is a dominant G-equivariant completion of T(V: p). We now apply i) of (1.1.3),
and obtain a surjective birational G-morphism from either (PW(C); a
m
) or
(Pm(C) ;(«.)*) onto X.
Now, every birational morphism from Pm(C) onto a normal variety is an
isomorphism, because by b2(Pm(C))=l, no fibres of the morphism can have
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positive dimensions. Thus, X is G-isomorphic to either (Pm(C) a
m
) or (Pm(C)
(*.)*)• Q-E.D.
(4.2.1) Definition of an SL(m+1 C) X SL(w+1 C)-actίon σ X T on 0 <V(d).
Recall that the standard SL(n+l\ C)-action on P"(C) is naturally lifted to
an action on Op*(d), JeZ, as follows: Since 0P»(d)=(Op»(—l))®~d, we may
just consider the case d— — l. Then, by identifying Op*(—l) with the blow-
ing-up of Cn at the origin 0, we can naturally define an SL(n-\-1 C)-action
on Opn(— 1). This action actually lifts the SL(n+l; C)-action on P"(C),
because the projection Of*(— l)-*Pn(C) canonically extends the SL(ra+l;C)-
equivariant projection Cn+1— {0}-»PW(C).
Denoting by 0 Op»(d) (resp. 0 Op») the vector bundle over Pn(C) ob-
tained as the direct sum of m-\-l copies of Op»(d) (resp. (?/>»)> we now define
actions σ and T as follows: Letting SL(m-}-\\ C) act on P"(C) trivially and on
m + l
Cm+1 canonically, we can define a natural SL(m +1 C)-action on 0 OP»
(=P"(C)xCm+1). Since 01OP.(J)=Op.(d)®(01(?p«), this canonically induces
m+l
an SL(m+l; C)-action σ on 0 Opn(d). On the other hand, we define r to be
m+l
the *SL(w+l; C)-action on 0 Op»(d) canonically induced by the SL(n-\-l\ C)-
action on Op»(d).
Combining these actions σ and T, we obtain an SL(m-\-1 C) X SL(n-{-1 C)-
m + l
action <rχτ on 0 Op»(d). The following properties are easily verified:
m + l
i) The zero section of @Opn(d) is exactly the fixed point set of the action σ.
m + l
ii) The zero section of ®Op*(d) forms a single orbit under the action T, and is
SL(n+l C)-isomorphic to Pn(C).
(4.2.2) P((® Op»(d))®Opn) as a dominant SL(m+l;C)xSL(n + l;C)-
m + l
equivariant completion of φ Op»(d).
Note that the protective bundle X^=P(( WOr(d))®Or>) (cf. (0.7)) is a
disjoint union of X
m
 ^Lp(( φ'o^d)) φ {0}) (—Pm(C) XP"(C)) and its com-
m+l
plement — 0 OP»(d). Hence the SL(m+l; C)-action σ (resp. SL(n+l;C)-
m + l
action T) on 0 Op»(d) (=X—Xoo) defined in (4.2.1) canonically extends to an
SL(m+ί C)-action σ (resp. SL(n+l C)-action 71) on X. Combining these two
actions σ and T, we obtain an SL(m-\-\\ C)xSL(n-}-l; C)-action σXΨ on X.
The following are immediate:
i) Under this action σX?8, the subvariety X<*> of X forms a single orbit, which
is SL(m+1 C) X SL(n+ 1 C)-isomorphic to Pm(C) X P"(C) with standard
action.
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ii) (X σX?) is a dominant SL(m+l; C)χSL(n+l; C)-equivariant comple-
tion of ( UB'OX**); σxr), (cf. (4.2.1)).
Furthermore, a routine computation shows that:
iii) The normal bundle N(X: X») of X^ in X is just prf (Op»(l))®prf(Opn(-d))
under the identification of X^ with Pm(C)xP"(C), where/^: Pm(C) X Pn(C)-*
P'XC) (resp. />r2: PW(C) X Pn(C)->P"(C)) denotes the projection to the first (resp.
second) factor.
We now assume d=l. We shall show that there exists an SL(w+l; C)χ
SL(n+l] C)-morphism from X=P((®bi»(l))®Oi») onto Pm+n+1(C) as follows:
Let E (resp. F) be an (w+l)-dimensional (resp. (τz+l)-dimensional) C-vector
space, and s: F'-*Fbe the blowing-up of F at the origin 0. Then idEXs:
ExF'-+ExF(=E®F) canonically induces a morphism s': ExF'-+P(E®F).
Since the natural identification F'=Op»(— 1) enables us to identify EχFf with
( 0\V)θ#/>»(--l)> our s' induces the morphism s": P(( "<& Op*)®0P*(— !))->
P(E@F). Combining this with the natural isomorphism P(( "φ CV(1)) θ<V)
~P(( 0 Opn)®0pn(— 1)), we finally obtain a morphism
Σ: *(= P(( "0 Opn(\)}®0Pn)) -> F(£ΘF) (= P-+Λ+1(C)) ,
with the following properties:
1) The restriction Σ\
x
-Xoo: X—XOQ-+P(Eξ&F)—P(E®{0}) is an isomorphism.
2) Σ is an SL(m+ 1 C) X SL(w+ 1 C)-morphism from (X\ σ X T) onto
(P(JE0F);y), where ^ is the natural SL(E)xSL(F)-acύon (=SL(m+l;C)x
SL(fi+l; C)-action) on P(£0F) (-PW+M+1(C)).
3) In terms of the isomorphisms Xo— Pm(C) X Pn(C) and ^(X00)(=P(E® {0} ))
^PW(C), the morphism Σ,^: Pm(C)χPM(C) (=X00)->Pm(C) (=Σ(JΓ»)) is just
the projection to the first factor.
Before getting into the proof of Theorem (4.2.4), we shall first prove:
Proposition 4.2.3. Let m, n^Z+, and let E be a vector bundle of rank
m+l over Pn(C). Assume that the algebraic group G=SL(m+ 1; C)x
SL(n+lyC) acts on E essentially effectively, satisfying the following conditions:
(a) For every p(=Pn(C), the subgroup G'=SL(m+l; C)x {e} of G leaves the
fibre Ep over p invariant in such a way that G' acts on Ep linearly.
(b) The locus Z of the zero section of E forms a single G" -orbit, where G" denotes
the subgroup {e} X SL(n+ \\C)of G.
Then, for some d^Z, E is G-isomorphic to 0 OP»(d) endowed with one of the
following G-actions: σ X r , σ*χτ, σXT*, σ*χτ*, (cf. (4.2.1), (i) of (4.1.1)).
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Proof of (4.2.3). Let β (resp. 7) denote the G'-action (resp. G"-action) on
E. Since our G-action on E is written as β X 7, it suffices to show the equalities
E= m®OPn(d), β=σ or σ*, γ=τ or T*.
Step 1. By (2.2.3), Gr acts on Ep(p(ΞPn(C)) non-trivially. Hence, for
each/), we may choose a C-basis {^;|.;j=0, 1, •• ,m} of Ep in such a way
that our G'-action β on £^ is, in terms of this basis, written either as the standard
SL(m-\-l] C)-action on Cm+1 or as its contragredient. We now fix a point
pQ<=P"(C). Then, putting Y={p^Pn(C)\ βlEp is equivalent to β\Ep^ and
Y'={p<=P"(C); β\Ep is equivalent to β*\Epj, we have: Y\J Y'=Pn(C). For
each /, let G'(i) be the isotropy subgroup of G' at the point ePo ; , , and G'(i)* be
the subgroup of G'(=SL(m+\\ C)) defined by G'(i)*={'g-1;geG'(i)}. Then
Y - τr(P(£)G/<' >) - closed in P"(C) ,
Y'= π(P(Efv*)= closed in PM(C) , (cf. (0.4)),
where π: P(E)-*Pn(C) denotes the projective bundle associated with E, and
P(E) is endowed with a natural G'-action induced from the one on E. Since
Y contains the point p0, the connectedness of P
n(C) immediately implies
γ=P»(C).
m
 f
In view of the decomposition EPQ= ® (EpQ)G (ί) (direct sum of 1-dimensional
i = 0
vector spaces), our equality Y=Pn(C) now says that:
E = ® EG'M (direct sum of line bundles).
Since G'(ί), z=0, 1, ••-, TW, are mutually conjugate in G', there exists £t^G' for
each i such that Gr(i)=g
r
G\0)'gT1. Hence EG/^=g
r
EG/^\ i.e., ^'(O—j^'co)
as line bundles over Pn(C). Since the line bundle £G/<°> over Pn(C) is written
in the form 0Pn(rf) with some rfeZ, it then follows that £— 0 Op*(d). From
our choice of the C-basis {ep , {}<)£&„ f°r ^> one can easily check that £G (ί) is
the line bundle generated by ep ; , over each p^P
n(C). Then, our G'-action β
m+l
on J? coincides with either σ or σ* under the identification £= 0 OP*(d).
Step 2. By (b) above, for a suitable choice of the homogeneous coordinates
of the base space Z=Pn(C), the restriction γ !z of our G"-action 7 is written
either as the standard SL(n+ 1 C)-action on Pn(C) or as its contragredient.
OT+l
Hence, identifying E with 0 Op»(d), we obtain: τ,
z
=γ,
z
 or 7*,
z
.
Case 1) r\z—Ύ\z In this case, we shall show that r and 7 coincides on
the whole space E. Now, fix an arbitrary g£=-G" and consider the G-equivariant
automorphism ^rg of E defined by
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f
or all
Since ψg\z=idz and E
G
'=Z, applying ii) of Theorem (3.1) to W=Z and V=
E=N(V: W), we have a non-zero constant cg^C* such that the restriction
'Ψvisj to each fibre Ep is exactly the scalar multiplication by cg in the vector space
Ep. We shall now show that cg ch = cg.h for all g, h^G"\ First note that
cf τ(f, χ)=τ(fy cf x)=τ(f, ψι/(Λθ)=7(/, #) for every /eG" and every x^E=
m®0Pn(d). Then (v'*)'τte A» *) = (V'*) τ(ft τ(A, x)) = cg τ(g, ch τ(h, *)) =
)) = 7(g h,x) = cg.h τ(g h,x)y i.e., cg ck = cg.k. Thus, the mapping
defines an algebraic homomorphism of G"= *SL(w+ 1 C) into C*. But
then it must be trivial, i.e., tyg=idE for all^eG". Hence τ=γ on the whole
space E.
Case 2) T|Z=γ* |z. Putting ^g(x)=τ(g~1, Ύ*(g, %))> the same argument as
above shows that γ— r* on E. The proof of (4.2.3) is now complete.
Q.E.D.
We finally show:
Theorem 4.2.4. Let m,n^Z+, and let V be an (m-\-n+l)-dimensional
non-singular complete variety endowed with an essentially effective action 7 of the
algebraic group G=SL(m+l',C)xSL(n+l;C). Denoting by Gr (resp. G")
the subgroup SL(m+l; C)X {4 (resp. {e} χSL(n+l; C)) of G, we assume that
the fixed point set VG contains a subvariety W with two properties :
(a) W^P\C\
(b) W is a single G" -orbit.
Then, for some automorphism h of G, the space (V\ yh) (cf. (ii) of (4.1.1)) is G-
isomorphic to one of the following :
(l~+ +i(O;ιO, (cf. (2) o/ (4.2.2)),
(P(( m®0Pn(d)}®0Pn); σXT), rf=0, ±1, ±2, -, (cf. (4.2.2)).
REMARK 4.2.5. From the proof below, we shall see that one of the following
four automorphisms of G=SL(w+l; C)xSL(rι-\-\\ C) can be chosen as h in
(4.2.4) above:
idG, θc'XidG", idG'XθG", ΘG'XΘG" ,
where ΘG' (resp. ΘG") denotes the automorphism of G' = SL(m-\-ljC) (resp.
G"=SL(n+l;C)) defined by g\->*g-1
REMARK 4.2.6. We shall use the following lemma in the proof of (4.2.4):
Lemma. Let G=SL(m-\-l] C)xSL(n-\-l
 yC) act on a variety A in such
a way that there exists a surjective G-morphism ξ: Pm(C)xPn(C)->A, where G
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acts naturally on Pm(C)xPn(C). We assume that ξ is neither an isomorphism nor
a contraction to a point. Then one of the following two situations happens:
i) A^zPm(C), and via this isomorphism, the above ξ is regarded as the canonical
projection: Pm(C)xP"(C)->Pm(C) to the first factor.
ii) A—Pn(C), and via this isomorphism, the above ξ is regarded as the canonical
projection: Pm(C)xP"(C)->Pn(C) to the second factor.
Proof of Lemma. Let H
m
= {(/*„•) GΞ SL(m+1 C); h
n
=0 for all ίφ 1} and
let H
n
= {(A0 )eSL(w+l;C); Aa = 0 for all zφl}. Then every closed sub-
group K of G=SL(m+l C)XSL(n+l C) satisfying H
m
xH
n
^K^G is either
H
m
xSL(n~\-\\ C) or SL(m-\-l\ C)χH
n
. Our Lemma is now immediate from
this observation.
Proof of Theorem 4.2.4. Let W be the irreducible component of VG'
containing W. Then, by Theorem (3.1) applied to F, W, and G', it follows
that W=W, and there exists a G-isomorphism ί: N(V: W)c^U(c->V) onto
a G-invariant open subset U of F. Now, by Proposition (4.2.3) applied to
E=N(V: W), there exists d^Z such that N(V: W)=( *® Or*(d) with one of the
G-actions σ X r , σ*χτ, σXr*, cr*χτ*). Therefore, for some automorphism h
m + l
(cf. (4.2.5)) of G, the space (F; γA) is a G-equivariant completion of (0 OP»(d)\
σXr).
We now put X=P(C® OPn(d))®Opn), X00=P(("φ OPn(d))<& {0}), (cf. (4.2.2)).
Then, by ii) of (4.2.2), (X σXr) is a dominant G-equivariant completion of
m+l
( θ Opn(d)\ σXr), and hence i) of Corollary (1.1.3) shows that the G-isomor-
m+l
phism i: ® Op»(d)( = N(V: W))— U extends to a surjective birational G-
morphism /: (X; σXτ)->(F; γΛ). Recall that X«(=-Y~ Θ^Xέ/)) forms a
single G-orbit which is G-isomorphic to Pm(C)xPtt(C), (cf. (i) of (4.2.2)).
Then by the above Lemma, the following four cases are possible:
Case 1) f\Xco: Xo->/(Xo) is an isomorphism. In this case, / is a surjective bira-
tional morphism with finite fibres. By Zariski's Main Theorem, /: (X\ σX T3)—
(F; Ύ").
Case 2) f(Xoo) is a singleton. In this case, the argument in Grauert [2; §3,
Satz 9] shows that some negative tensor power of the normal bundle N(X: X*)
admits a non-zero section, which contradicts iii) of (4.2.2). Hence, Case 2)
cannot happen.
Case 3) f(Xoo)—Pn(C), and via this isomorphism, the restriction f\Xoo is regarded
as the projection Pm(C) X Pn(C) (=X00}-*Pm(C)(=f(X«,}} to the first factor: Since
JYΌo in X is an exceptional subvariety of the first kind in the sense of Moisezon
[7], a theorem of Moisezon [7; Chapter III, Corollary 2] says that d=l, (cf.
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(iii) of (4.2.2)). We now compare the G-morphisms/: (X\ &χτ)~-*(V
 9 7
h)
and 2:(X;<fX?)-*(Pm+n+1(C);i>), (cf. (2) of (4.2.2)). Then in view of 3) of
(4.2.2), both /(Σ"1^)) and 2(f-\q')) are finite sets for every q^Σ,(X») and
<7'e/(Xo). Applying Theorem (1.2.1), we conclude that the isomorphism
(Σu-zX/u- ϋ-1 of V-f(XJ with P + +1(C)-Σ(^) (cf. (1) of (4.2.2))
canonically extends to a G-isomorphism: (V\ jh)~(pm+n+l(C)\ z>).
Case 4) f(X00)^^Pn(C)y and via this isomorphism, the restriction flXoo is regarded
as the projection Pm(C)xP\C)(=X00)->Pn(C)(==f(X00)) to the second factor:
In this case, we apply the theorem of Moisezon [7; Chapter III, Corollary 2]
again to X00=P
m(C)xPtt(C), only to get 1 = — 1, which is a contradiction.
Hence Case 4) cannot happen.
Thus, the above four cases l)-4) complete the proof of Theorem (4.2.4).
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